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The WorkshopThe WorkshopThe Workshop

Funded by Northern Bridge and Gender and Law
at Durham, the two-day workshop was a hands-on
opportunity to engage in feminist methodologies
of knowledge production applied to
contemporary feminist issues. 

Using the popular 2023 Barbie film as a starting
point, the event was directed towards critically
engaging with what makes a feminist utopia;
specifically inviting imaginings beyond and
against the liberal feminist framework of the film. 

Working together, we crafted manifestos,
constitutions (and this zine!) for our hoped-for
feminist future





Drawing on the childhood imagination of
playing with dolls, our social event allowed
each attendee to dress a (second-hand)
Barbie in their image. 

As ice-breakers these dolls were used in role-
plays where attendees parodied the habitual
(and often hierarchy-enforcing) practices of
academic conferences. 
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ManifestosManifestosManifestos   

Drawing on their own research on the role of feminist
manifestos in constitution-making, Dr. Houghton and
Prof. O’Donoghue outlined the method of manifesto
writing as a precursor to constitutional change.
Participants then worked together to craft their own
manifestos before reflecting on how to move from this
manifesto to constitution. 

Participants were encouraged to question the political
and legal constraints of constitution-drafting in modern
society, and the role of legal text and legal language in
these processes. 

After drafting the manifestos and constitutions,
participants used their Barbies to act out a ceremonial
process to endorse their drafted artefacts. 

The manifestos and constitutions drafts make up the
remaining pages of this zine. 
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